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EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY

This paper foresees a framework of regulation and control of Cable
Network use of aeronautical frequencies as an essential measure to
ensure the continuing safety of air operations.   It must contain both
technical and regulatory provisions agreed with national aviation
authorities, which are strictly applied through appropriate legislation.

The paper focuses particularly on the area of  regulation and control, and
puts forward a regulatory basis for consideration by CEPT, ETSI,
CENELEC and EC.  It includes proposals covering all aspects of the
regulation and control problem.

The paper recognizes the need to establish a realistic balance between
exploitation of radio energy for services meeting a high public demand,
and a situation where aircraft operations are endangered through harmful
interference.  Nevertheless, in areas of uncertainty the latter
consideration must prevail at all times.
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CABLE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND THE PROTECTION OF
AERONAUTICAL RADIO SERVICES

This paper presents the rationale and essential elements for  a regulatory
framework to protect aeronautical radio services.

CONTENTS

1. Justification for regulation of cable distribution systems
2. Proposed regulatory framework

1. JUSTIFICATION

Aeronautical Radio Services

Aviation radio services support the operation of civil and military aircraft from engine start
to engine close down. These services can operate in some 26 different frequency bands
and a typical aircraft will carry equipment operating in up to 16 of these as a mandatory,
legal requirement.  All are safety services within the ITU Regulations and demand special
measures to ensure freedom from interference for the safety of passengers, crew, other
aircraft, and people on the ground.  With spectrum congestion now experiencing
interference from both authorized radio services and as inadvertent products from non
radio services,  a hostile radio environment is rapidly being produced which has the
potential to  disrupt aircraft operations.  At worst, serious threats to the safety of aircraft
could arise.

The true involvement of radio interference in aircraft incidents can not be evaluated since
interference to many aircraft systems is not detectable by the crew (voice
communications is the exception) and is not easily retrieved after the event.  Safety
assurance is of paramount importance in all aircraft operations and requires that the
probability of aircraft accident is reduced to minute proportions ( less than 1 in 109).    An
extreme caution consistent with this degree of assurance is the only course of action
available to aviation authorities.

The Use and Growth of Cable distribution Systems

The use of radio frequencies to distribute information over coaxial cable systems goes
back almost 50 years.   In recent years a phenomenal growth in such systems has taken
place.  Regulation and control is by national means, in some cases by positive legislation,
in others by voluntary agreements.  The main types of communication systems using
cables on radio frequencies are :
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Coaxial Cable Television (CATV)

CATV represents the most serious threat to aeronautical radio with many millions of users
in Europe and elsewhere.  Operation is on a range of frequencies which include  core
VHF bands for navigation and communications.  CATV dates back to the late forties, but
a key event occurred in the US in 1978 where air ground communications were seriously
disrupted over a large area, which led at that time to an avoidance of frequencies used by
aviation. Over the years this prohibition has been relaxed in some countries. A voluntary
European standard exists ( EN - 50083-8), but is only implemented in a minority of
countries.   In the US mandatory FCC Regulations were first developed in 1966 and the
present Part 76 lays down very comprehensive and strict rules for the safeguarding of
aviation services.   Problems have been experienced in some European countries, in one
case leading to the removal and loss of an important VHF communications channel as
the only practical option for clearance action.  High density and the multiplicity of
operators and users create very difficult control problems.

Power Line Technology  (PLT)

After CATV the use of electricity power lines for information, data transmission, etc is the
second potential source of interference, and is now also growing at a rapid rate.
Signals transmitted over electricity power lines can convey information either about the
electricity system itself or for other purposes, providing a cheap and efficient method of
distribution.  Frequencies used are in the MF, HF, and low VHF range.  The use dates
back over 40 years, but had a serious consequence when interference from PLC systems
were  suspected of involvement in an aircraft fatality in Europe in the  early seventies.  As
with CATV  the use of aeronautical frequencies was avoided in many countries following
that event.  The frequencies used have the potential to interfere with navigational
beacons in the MF range, and air ground communications in the HF range 3-21 MHz.

Digital Subscriber Line (XDSL)

Essentially this refers to high speed data transmission over telephone lines and is
currently the subject of much study.  Many versions and modulations are included.  There
exists  a high potential for radiated energy to occur, and as with PLT, navigational
beacons in the MF range and HF air ground communications are considered to be
particularly vulnerable.

The Problem with Cable Systems

No cable system can be engineered without some leakage from the cable, the
terminations, or the coupling to the user terminal.   Careful measurement on bench tests,
can establish the susceptibility of aviation receivers and place a limit on various
modulations below which the aeronautical service would not suffer unacceptable
degradation.   In an ideal world cable systems could be installed to meet the laid down
standards, and there would be no interaction with other services.  There is no difficulty in
this part of the process, other than that of obtaining the agreement of all affected parties
to the maximum levels to be tolerated, and the conditions of operation.

The problem arises when there are departures from standard acceptable performance,
for example by the existence of "leaks" and the accumulated effect of a grouping of
interference sources within a cable system.  Unlike radio stations which are known and
easily located when interference is caused, leaks from cable systems can be numerous
and distributed throughout the network.  The evidence available indicates that  the
incidence of such leaks is high.   Experience also indicates that tracing such sources of
interference, particularly when they are intermittent, must be recognized as presenting
extreme difficulty, requiring time and resource, and often resulting in failure.  The case of
multiple leaks pushes the possibility of success to almost  unachievable limits
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Cable Distribution Systems and ITU Regulations

It has been argued that the use of frequencies by cable systems is not recognized as a
radio service within the ITU definitions, and hence is outside the framework laid down in
the Radio Regulations.   This is not a strict interpretation since they can be aligned with a
number of important ITU definitions.  The first is that for telecommunications at S1.3
which covers the transmission of intelligence by, inter alia, wire.  Hence  cable distribution
systems can be regarded as providing a telecommunications service.    The second is the
definition of radiation at S1.137 which is the outward flow of energy from any source in
the form of radio waves.   There is little doubt that the energy dissipated from cables as
an electromagnetic wave is a radiation.     Again the definition of  interference at S1.166
clearly indicates that it is the effect of unwanted energy due to emissions, radiation's, etc.
Harmful Interference is more serious and is interference which exhibits certain
undesirable characteristics.   Further, S15.12 requires administrations to take all
practicable and necessary steps to protect radiocommunications services, and in
particular to radio navigation or other safety services from,  inter alia, telecomm
distribution networks.

Thus, even though cable distribution systems  do not enjoy a service definition, this linked
set of Radio Regulations clearly places them within the framework of ITU rules - in the
context of dealing with the interference they may cause to a radio service.  The fact that it
is inadvertent rather than deliberate is not in any way different from spurious emissions
which are also inadvertent and superfluous.   Furthermore, from this reasoning, spectrum
management in its fundamental application must include the management of cable use of
radio frequencies, in the context of not causing interference to other radio services
operating in accordance with Radio Regulations.

In summary, the protection of legitimate radio services must take priority and be given all
the protection accorded to them by Radio Regulations through adequate spectrum
management regulation, legislation, and control measures.

EC  Legislation

EC Draft Standardization Mandate within the framework of Directive 89/336/EEC  (EMC
Directive) has been placed on CEN/CENELEC/ETSI to prepare harmonized standards for
PLT,CATV and XDSL cable systems. The mandate addresses limits and test methods
and should be technology neutral.  They should be coherent with generic standards.
Adoption as EC Standards is intended with an applicability date of 6 months afterwards
for national implementation.  Interference to radio installations is quoted as the issue.

This mandate makes no mention of any specific radio service, nor special measures for
safety services.   Attention to this point is foreseen by the aviation community as essential

The US Regulatory Framework

Since 1966, the US has applied a consistent set of  telecommunications measures
embodying a regulatory set of rules based on strict technical requirements, implemented
and ensured by a positive  framework of ongoing testing, logging and monitoring.
Presently these are contained in comprehensive and complete form in FCC Regulations
Part 76.

It is noteworthy that the US has recognized the necessity to create a legislative
mechanism to protect authorized radio service users from interference's from these
systems.  The measures pay particular regard to safety services, including aviation, and
to frequencies used in distress and safety situations.
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European airlines operate into and over the United States and have the need to be
assured that safety of flight is preserved at all times.    In the reverse direction European
national aviation authorities must provide a safe environment not only for their own
aircraft but those of other countries whilst operating in their airspace.

The Aviation View

In line with EUROCONTROL Air Traffic Management Strategy 2000+, which covers the
requirements of all airspace users, there is a vital need to ensure that sufficient segments
of the frequency spectrum are preserved and protected for aviation use. Eurocontrol
views the developing situation with regard to aviation spectrum interference with extreme
concern.  At a time when the amount of interference from sources both known and
unknown is increasing, as is the sharing of aeronautical radio navigation with other
services, the operating margins on aviation equipment performance are gradually being
eroded to unsafe levels.

At the same time it has to be recognized that Cable networks can provide substantial
benefits to users, and are in great demand.  Moreover, they contribute to radio frequency
spectrum effectiveness in a way which is supplementary and separate to that of radio
services.  Provided that a safe environment can be positively assured any general barrier
to the use of some aeronautical frequencies in a controlled way would not be realistic.
Within such a general policy any use of aeronautical frequencies, particularly those used
for safety critical navigation systems, should only be granted at the discretion of aviation
authorities after thorough proving and validation of the interference situation.  In the case
of frequencies used for ILS services at airports, the right for national aviation authorities
to refuse agreement on particular frequencies, must also be respected and incorporated
in national legislative instruments.

In regard to the continuing assurance after initial installation and approval that radiation of
harmful interference is not taking place, or is likely to, a positive set of regulatory
measures must be introduced and effectively applied by radio administrations.  These
would relate to regular monitoring, logging and reporting.  Included also would be actions
required to effectively ensure that interference is rapidly traced and removed. In particular
cases, the removal of the aviation agreement to use aeronautical frequencies in specific
areas is also a necessary feature.  It is considered that the philosophy and specific
measures contained in US FCC Regulations Part 76 for CATV are a good example of  a
realistic and safe framework for this purpose.  The framework proposed in Section 2
embodies essential measures which take account of these  elements, supplemented by
other points designed to reflect the different situation in Europe where many countries
and cross border problems are important factors.

In Europe the Eurocontrol Organization1 has been charged with the coordination of
aviation policies in regard to the protection of aviation radio services form the effects of
radio interference.  The measures proposed in Section 2 of this paper represent the
coordinated views of national experts from Eurocontrol members, and other involved
aviation bodies, in this field.

                                                
1   The Eurocontrol Treaty and Convention has been ratified by 28 European Governments to coordinate Air  Traffic Services
in Europe, and to operate as a standards body for these services.
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2. PROPOSED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Foreword

The ITU Radio Regulation prescribe measures for dealing with interference to radio
services.  The case of Safety Services (S1.59) is of particular importance requiring
special measures  to trace and clear interference expeditiously and effectively as laid
down in Chapter SIV of the Regulations.( for example S15.8 and S15.28, and
S15.36).  Furthermore Radio Regulation S15.12 calls for the protection of safety
services from harmful interference from telecommunications distribution networks.
All aviation radio services are safety services within the definition of S1.59.

Aviation Communications, Navigation and Surveillance systems  support the
operation of aircraft from the engine start to engine close down.  Efficient and
interference free communications and navigation are vital to the achievement of
safety for passengers, crew, and the overflown inhabited areas.  In Europe
interference to aircraft  receivers can extend over a wide area ( line of sight for an
aircraft at 45,000 feet is in excess of 400 Kms), covering more than one country.
There is an essential need for harmonization of regulations and procedures.

The radio environment is rapidly becoming a hostile one with emissions and
radiations from all manner of sources propagated as a by-product of authorized radio
services, and by inadvertent radiation from non radio users, with the potential to
seriously affect air operations.   At best, disruption of important aviation operations at
airports and en-route will impose severe penalties, delays and reroutings, on the flow
of air traffic. At worst, threats to the safety of  aircraft  may arise. Recorded cases of
such incidents have occurred in the past.

A  regulatory basis must be developed and implemented by national authorities
providing positive force  and effective control. This framework of control measures
must provide assurances throughout the full envelope of the implementation,
operation,  and treatment of harmful interference, and must be supported by
mandatory legislation.

A basic set of essential regulatory provisions( to be supplemented as necessary) for
international standards and for implementation by national authorities is put forward
below.

1 Technical
      Requirements

Technical standards and radiation limits are at the core of any regulatory action,
providing a validated assurance that the cable system can operate in a radio
environment without affecting radio services.  Such limits must be developed in a
body, or bodies, having full technical competence over the issues being discussed.
Further, the agreement of all parties  affected by the standards is an essential
prerequisite for their application to regulatory measures.

(i) Maximum Limits

In frequency bands used for aeronautical communications and navigation safety
purposes as specified in section 2 below, the maximum limit  of  radiation specified in
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national regulations shall ensure that no harmful interference2 can be suffered by
these services when operating under the authority granted by the national
administration.

Generally the existing national standards are specifying the single cable radiation
limits at a distance of 3  metre from the cable. This approach is not satisfactory for
aviation. The interference is an accumulation from all of the networks. The existing
limits have to be revised and aggregate interference limits added to the technical
specifications.

 (ii)  Agreement with Aviation Authorities

The limit and the measurement methods must be agreed with aviation authorities
and must be based on sound theoretical reasoning, as validated by practical bench
testing under conditions which simulate real life.  Limits for the maximum permitted
unwanted radiation from cable distribution systems must then be enforced in an
effective manner.

In fixing the maximum limit account must be taken of the cumulative  effects of
multiple leaks over an area representative of the aviation service area under threat.

(iii) Standards

A European Standard for the limits allowable from cable systems as developed by
CEN/CENELEC/ETSI and having mandatory force is the preferred method of
achieving the objectives of this document.   A register of implementation by
operators of the Standard in their country should be set up and maintained by all
administrations.  This record of implementation shall be available to the responsible
aviation authority.

2 Use of aeronautical
      frequencies for cable
      systems

(i)     Aeronautical Bands used by cable systems

The aeronautical radio services to be protected and their frequency bands are :

    Band Aeronautical Interference
        Service     Threat

  90 - 110 kHz   LORAN C    XDSL
255 - 526.5 kHz       NDB    XDSL
 2.8 - 22 MHz   HF Comms PLT,XDSL,CATV
   3023 kHz   Distress/Emgy PLT,XDSL
   5680 kHz   Distress/Emgy PLT.XDSL

           74.8 - 75.2 MHz   ILS Marker    CATV
108 - 118 MHz  ILS/VOR/GBAS    CATV
118 - 137 MHz   VHF Comms    CATV
   121.5 MHz   Distress/Emgy       CATV
   123.1 MHz   Distress/Emgy       CATV

     243  MHz   Distress/Emgy       CATV
        328.6 - 335.4 MHz   ILS Glide Path       CATV
           406 - 406.1 MHz Distress/Emgy    CATV
           960 - 1215 MHz   DME/SSR    CATV

                                                
2 Harmful interference is any emission, radiation or induction which endangers the functioning of a radio
navigation service or of other safety services or seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a
radiocommunication service operating in accordance  with ITU Radio Regulation.
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(ii)    Operation in Aeronautical Bands

Before permitting the use of any frequencies in any of the bands above, excepting
those at  2 (iii) below, whether on assigned frequencies in the aviation service or
otherwise, a coordination shall be carried out with the aviation authority responsible
for the service to ensure that  no harmful interference is likely to be suffered by
aeronautical radio services using that frequency in that area.  The aviation authority
shall have the right to object and refuse acceptance if aviation safety would be
prejudiced.

 (iii)    Operation near Airports

Before permitting the use of any frequencies in the bands listed below, whether on
frequencies assigned to aeronautical services or otherwise,  within interference
range of the radio facilities of any airport, the agreement of the authority responsible
for safety at that airport shall  be sought and obtained.   The aviation authorities shall
have the right to have its objection to the use of any frequency sustained, and
effectively prohibit any operation of a cable system in any designated area on that
frequency.

  74.8 - 75.2 MHz ILS  Marker
   108 -112 MHz ILS/VOR/GBAS
328.6 - 335.4 MHz ILS Glide Path

(iv)     Operation on Distress and Safety Frequencies

No cable system shall be permitted to operate on the distress and emergency
frequencies identified as such in the table in 2 (i) :

(v)      Status of  Agreement with Aviation Authorities

It will be understood that the agreement given by an aviation authority is subject to
no harmful interference being experienced by an aeronautical radio service.   The
occurrence of harmful interference at any time after approval and implementation
shall constitute a case for review.  Such a review shall have the power of revocation
of the original agreement where the aviation authority remains unconvinced of the
safety of continued operation.

3 Control Measures to Ensure
      Conformity with Technical
      Specifications

Regulatory control  measures covering the complete envelope of cable operation are
necessary.  These must include installation approval, operation, monitoring,
interference clearance and recording, review at periodic points or as necessary, and
mandatory measures  for serious interference cases which threaten aircraft safety.

These comprise at least the following measures :

(a)  Installation Approval

(i) Before any cable distribution system is placed in operation in the frequency
bands at 2 (i) above,  the installation shall be fully tested and approved
against  the standards quoted at 1 above.  The test shall include a test for
leaks at points in the system specified in the Technical Requirements  and
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the results recorded. Based on measurements made by the CATV network
owner assisted by the national radio agency. Approval  shall be given only if
the maximum radiation limits are shown to be  met in full.

(b)        Post Installation Monitoring and Reporting

(i)  As part of the giving of approval the cable operator shall :-

1. Make periodic tests
2. Keep records of tests
3. Present any records to the radio agency on request
in accordance with the following:-

(ii) At intervals not exceeding 12 months the installation tests shall be repeated
and the results recorded. The tests and methods of measurement used in
these tests shall be in accordance with the standards specified in  the
Technical Requirements.   Particular attention should be given to locations
identified in the 12 months previous as being  potential sources of harmful
interference. The cable operator shall file a yearly report demonstrating
compliance with the specified standards.

(iii) Penalties shall be imposed on cable operators if:-

1. Records are not complete for the specified reporting interval.
2. Records do not agree with the current status.

(iv) Where there has been a degradation of the original measurement the change
shall be investigated and the result recorded.  Where the results are outside
permitted limits immediate corrective measures shall be implemented and an
immediate report made to the approval authority of the occurrence and the
actions taken. The national radio authority  shall have the right and obligation
to check at random, the maximum radiated power of any cable network.

(c)       Retention of Records

(i) The record  made of tests and results shall  be retained for a period of at
least two years, and for longer at the request of the national radio authority.

(ii) In the case where interference has been caused to aviation radio services the
retention of the record shall be at least two years, or longer as requested by
the aviation authority

(d)      Tracing and  Clearing of Interference

(i) If interference is reported the responsible authority shall initiate immediate
action with the cable provider, or other service operator, to take steps to
remove the interference.

(ii) If the interference is at a level, or of a character which is harmful to safety of
life services the clearing action must be positive, immediate, and effective.
Where it applies, restoration of CATV service should not be permitted until
the interference is cleared to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.

(iii) Any action where the only practical alternative  appears to involve cessation
to, or modification of, the service on an aeronautical frequency,  it shall be the
subject of a full review at a responsible level.   In this review the rights of the
authorized radio service shall be fully taken into account and respected.

(iv) Where the investigation involves another national administration the
responsible authorities in that country shall be kept informed of actions taken.
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(v) In some instances an airborne check may be required to provide a full
verification. If the airborne check demonstrates radiation limits higher than
what is agreed in the regulation, the cost of the tests shall be supported by
the cable network operator.

(e)       Responsibilities  for Action

(i) The primary responsibility for not causing interference to radio services shall
rest with the cable system operator for those parts of the system under his
control.   

(ii) Where interference is caused by subscribers terminal equipment the
authority must be provided to the cable system operator to cease service
where harmful interference is reported and traced to that terminal.

(iii) These responsibilities shall be stated in clear and unambiguous terms in the
approval for the use of any aeronautical frequency.


